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Water resource consumption, energy consumption, and carbon emissions are key
factors that restrict the level of regional development and affect the quality of the
regional ecological environment. This study investigates three provinces in
Northeastern China, using remote sensing and historical data from the period
2001–2019 to analyze the spatiotemporal trends of water and energy
consumption, and carbon emissions. Using the AHP-entropy weight method,
comprehensive analysis method, and system dynamics research method, the
coupling relationships of the three subsystems (water‒energy‒carbon, WEC) were
determined, and the development and changes over the next 20 years were
simulated. The results show that: 1) Over the period 2001–2019, the
comprehensive index of the WEC system in the three Northeastern provinces
ranged from 0.0994 to 0.2314. 2) Over the period 2001–2019, the coupling
degree of the WEC system in the three Northeastern provinces ranged from
0.9457 to 0.9985, equating to a high coupling stage level. However, the level of
coupling coordination was low, with values ranging from 0.3151 to 0.4780,
equating to a state of mild disorder or near disorder. 3) During the study
period, water resource consumption, energy consumption, and carbon
emissions all showed an increasing trend, with the former having the fastest
growth rate. This study is of great significance for promoting the sustainable
utilization of resources and green and low-carbon development in the three
studied Northeastern provinces of China.
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Highlights

• Analyze the trends of water resources, energy and carbon emissions.
• The dynamic model of “water-energy-carbon” system is constructed.
• The coupling relationship of “water-energy-carbon” system is clarified.
• Predict the changing trend of water-energy-carbon under different scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Energy and water are the basic resources for economic
development. Excessive utilization of these resources will
aggravate the contradiction between supply and demand, and
cause environmental pollution. With the rapid development of
human society, increasing amounts of fossil fuels are being used,
especially in the era of industrial revolution, and large-scale carbon
dioxide emissions into the atmosphere are exacerbating global
warming (Zhang, 2022). According to the IPCC Sixth Climate
Change Assessment Report, the global surface temperature
during the period 2011–2020 will have risen by 1.09°C compared
with that recorded over the period 1850–1900. The impact of carbon
emissions on global warming is irreversible on a time scale of
hundreds to thousands of years in the future (Zhou, 2021),
which brings new challenges to the international community, and
various countries have responded to this. In 2020, General Secretary
Xi Jinping pointed out that China is expected to reach its carbon
peak before 2030 and will strive to achieve carbon neutrality before
2060. China is both a major energy producer and major energy
consumer (Li, 2022). With the increase of the greenhouse effect,
carbon emissions from energy production have decreased, but
China’s carbon emissions will still be as high as 29% in 2020
(Yang et al., 2022). Water resources are characterized by a
pattern of “more in the south and less in the north”; the regional
distribution is uneven, and there is more cultivated land in the north
(Zheng, 2021), where the proportion of water resources is only 16%,
which seriously affects the carbon sink function of plants and crops.
Growth and development are also restricted by the exploitation and
utilization of energy, and water‒energy‒carbon (WEC) jointly affect
the sustainable development of many regions of China. Therefore,
from a national perspective, China, as the world’s second largest
economy with a population of 1.4 billion, contains a bottleneck that
restricts high-quality development of the country owing to an
uncoordinated WEC system (Gao, 2022). Northeast China is an
important heavy chemical industry base and faces problems of water
shortage and energy depletion (Chen, 2021; Tian, 2021). At the same
time, these Northeastern provinces face carbon emission pressure.
Hence, the low-carbon sustainable development of China’s
industrial base is of great significance.

The recently proposed “dual carbon” goal of China means that
research on WEC correlation has become a current hot topic.
Previous studies have preliminarily proven the close connection
between water, energy, and carbon. Water is needed for energy
generation, and energy is needed for various processes related to
water extraction, treatment, and distribution (Zhao, 2016; Yang,
2018; Hiloidhari, 2021; Liang, 2022; Yoon, 2022). Meanwhile, energy
use and wastewater treatment release greenhouse gases (Briones-
Hidrovo, 2022; Li, 2022), while climate change leads to changes in
the availability of water resources (Zhang, 2022). To achieve
sustainability and reduce environmental impacts, including
carbon emissions, a comprehensive understanding of the WEC
relationship is vital (Nikolov and Fox, 1994; Li, 2019). Venkatesh
and Brattebo (Venkatesh and Brattebo, 2011) compared the four
cities of Nantes, Oslo, Turin, and Toronto Metabolism of water
supply systems, and found that geographic, climatic, technological,
and social factors had a significant impact on urban WEC
development. Elkhafif (Elkhafif, 1996) calculated the water and

carbon footprints of Ontario’s energy supply mix, and found that
Ontario needs to coordinate water and carbon emissions to ensure
sustainable development between energy and water. In China, the
coupling relationship between water, energy, and carbon has mainly
been discussed from the perspective of economic and social
sustainable development, and at the same time, research on
climate change, water resources, and green and low carbon has
been taken into consideration. Li et al. (Li, 2019) explored the
prediction of carbon emissions and water consumption trends under
the influence of energy consumption and ways in which to achieve
low-carbon and water-saving development in Tangshan City. Han et
al. (Han et al., 2015) studied the WEC relationship and its
environmental effects in Beijing and Shanghai. Meng et al. (Meng
et al., 2019) pointed out that owing to the unclear boundary of urban
junctions or system boundary of cities and the imprecise internal
structure of cities, there are relatively few correlation analyses of
urban WEC as a whole for synergy and trade-offs. Chen et al. (Chen
et al., 2019) proposed an interactive framework to assess the inter-
regional WEC relationship and established an inter-regional input‒
output model to consider energy-related water footprints, water-
related energy footprints, and water-related carbon footprints. Duan
and Chen (Duan and Chen, 2016) analyzed the WEC relationship
under the Beijing energy and water systems, and established a city-
scale WEC relationship model framework.

There are three main research methods in this field: the first is
the top-down input‒output model (MRIO model), where there
remains room for innovation in the compilation process (Wang,
2021). Tian et al. (Tian, 2021) used a multi-regional input‒output
model to analyze the changing trends of China’s water consumption
footprint, energy footprint, and carbon footprint in different
periods, providing a basis for reducing China’s WEC
environmental footprint and achieving sustainable development.
The secondmethod is the bottom-up life cycle method (LEAmodel),
which emphasizes the integrity of the system, but has a high
dependence on data, and faces difficulties in unifying the division
of system boundaries (Cui, 2020). Valek et al. (Valek et al., 2017)
used the life cycle method to compare the greenhouse gas emissions
and energy consumption of buildings and rainwater harvesting
systems provided by the urban water network to improve water
resource management in Mexico City. The third method is the
system dynamics (SD model), which is a mature method for
quantifying complex feedback in system interaction. It has
unique advantages in the study of correlation quantification and
system structure in complex systems. It can handle high-order items,
non-linear and multiple feedback system problems, and reveal
internal causal relationships, but requires high precision in the
abstract quantification of the interrelationships between various
factors (Kotagodahetti, 2022). Chhipi-Shrestha et al. (Chhipi-
Shrestha et al., 2017) established a system dynamics model of the
urban drinking-water system and studied the relationships and
Spearman correlations between water, energy, and carbon,
finding significant correlations. In addition, there are various
other methods, such as the remote energy alternative planning
system model and supply chain network (Hong et al., 2021).

With global water and energy resource crises and climate
warming challenges, resource conflicts have become increasingly
prominent (Yang et al., 2019), and a coordination and service
function degradation of the WEC system has emerged; research
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at home and abroad has gradually shifted from focusing on the
relationship between water and energy, energy and carbon, and
water and carbon, to the WEC relationship. Synergistic WEC
research should strive to maximize synergistic benefits to achieve
the goal of saving resources. At present, most research perspectives
on the WEC relationship tend to be macroscopic, ignoring the
quantitative relationship and resource flow analysis of the WEC
relationship during the processes of production, transfer, and
consumption (Zhao, 2018). Therefore, it is now necessary to
collaboratively study the WEC coupling relationship to achieve
sustainable development. The three northeastern provinces
studied herein still have the energy and heavy chemical industries
as their core industries; the energy and water resource consumption
of traditional industries creates a relatively high pressure on carbon
emissions, resulting in complex intertwined relationships.

The three Northeastern provinces studied herein are important
interactive areas of water and energy resources and carbon
emissions, and provide a type area for carrying out WEC
research. In this context, clarifying the WEC coupling
relationship in these three provinces of northeast China, and
exploring the direction and management mode of water
resources, energy, and carbon emission structure adjustment are
of great importance to alleviate the pressure on the coupled WEC
system in this region.

On the basis of the availability of carbon emission data,
2001–2019 was selected as the research period. We first
ascertained the status quo of water resources, energy, and carbon
emissions in the three Northeastern provinces, and determined the
coupling relationships between the three parameters. We then used
system dynamics to explore the WEC relationship model from the

three dimensions of nature, society, and economy. Finally, we
simulated the situations of water, energy, and carbon emissions
in northeast China from 2020 to 2040, and forecast the resource
demand under different development scenarios, to provide reference
for the formulation of comprehensive WECmanagement policies in
northeast China.

2 Research area and data overview

2.1 Study area

The northeast region of China includes three provinces:
Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang (Figure 1), covering a total area
of 787,300 km2. As the industrial cradle of China, these three
northeastern provinces have made great contributions to the
Chinese economy; they are an important energy industrial base
and produce the largest proportion of China’s oil.

In the WEC system, water and energy are two interconnected
and interacting subsystems (Figure 2). They are interconnected in
different ways; energy is consumed in the process of water use and
treatment, and the energy consumption process also consumes
water resources. Carbon emissions, as an output system, mainly
depend on the type of mutual demand between elements such as
water and energy, and the energy structure. Under the goal of “dual
carbon”, it is important to explore the impact of WEC three-
dimensional spatiotemporal matching degree on the sustainable
development and utilization of resources in these three
northeastern provinces.

2.2 Experimental data

The basic data and sources required for this paper are shown in
Table 1.

FIGURE 1
Three provinces of Northeastern China.

FIGURE 2
Water‒energy‒carbon coupling system.
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3 Theory

On the basis of the establishment of the WEC database of the
three provinces of Northeast China, we established evaluation

indicators of the water resources, energy, and carbon emission
subsystems, analyzed the coupling coordination of the WEC
system, and used system dynamics to analyze its simulation. The
research pathway is shown in Figure 3.

TABLE 1 Required data types and sources.

Name Data source

Water resources ChinaWater Resources Bulletin, Climate Hazards Group InfraRed PrecipitationWith Station Data, Bulletin and hydrological data of water
resources in three Northeastern provinces and municipalities

Energy China Energy Statistics Yearbook, China Industrial Statistics Yearbook, China City Statistical Yearbook, China County Statistical
Yearbook, Energy Balance Sheet and Energy Consumption Data of Three Provinces and Cities in Northeast China

Carbon dioxide emissions Global Carbon Budget (GCB), Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC), Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric
Research (EDGAR), Multi-resolution Emission Inventory for China (MEIC), China Emission Accounts and Datasets (CEADs)

Survey region US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (https://www.nasa.gov/)

FIGURE 3
Technology roadmap.
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3.1 Evaluation index system construction

Water resources, energy, and carbon emissions comprise a complex
system, and the selection of indicators directly affects the evaluation
results. Therefore, this study drew on existing research results (Zhao,
2016; Wu, 2019; Dang, 2021; Wang, 2022) and selected 32 evaluation
indicators, as shown in Table 2; for each of the water resources, energy,
and carbon emissions subsystems, indicators were selected from the
three perspectives of total quantity, structure, and sustainability. The

impact classification of each indicator on the system is represented by
attributes, where + represents a positive correlation and − represents a
negative correlation.

Combined weightingmethod (Qu, 2022; Zhou, 2023): Assuming
that the number of WEC system evaluation indicators is n, and the
samples to be evaluated are m, we first eliminated the dimensional
differences of different indicators, thereby establishing a standard
matrix Y. The normalized calculation formula of the positive
correlation index is:

TABLE 2 Evaluation indicators.

Subsystem Serial number Primary index Index layer Unit Attribute

Water resources 1 Total capacity Average per capita water resources m3/person +

2 Precipitation mm +

3 Water yield modulus m3/km2 +

4 Surface water resources Billion m3 +

5 Groundwater resources amount Billion m3 +

6 Structure Water consumption per unit GDP m3/yuan −

7 Per capita water consumption m3 −

8 Specific gravity of industrial water % −

9 Proportion of ecological water use % +

10 Sustainability Wastewater discharge Coal −

11 Utilization ratio of water resources development % −

Energy 12 Total capacity Primary energy output Coal +

13 Total energy consumption Coal −

14 Energy transfer and import Coal +

15 Energy transfer volume and export volume Coal −

16 Structure Proportion of energy consumption in secondary industry % −

17 Proportion of energy consumption in tertiary industry % +

18 Elastic coefficient of energy consumption % −

19 Sustainability Investment in energy industry Billion +

20 Total power generation Billion kwh +

21 Industrial waste gas emission Billion m3 −

Carbon emissions 22 Total capacity Per capita carbon emissions Ton/person −

23 Carbon emission density Ton/km2 +

24 Benefit Carbon emission per unit GDP Ton/ten thousand yuan −

25 Final consumption carbon emissions Ton/ten thousand yuan −

26 Elastic coefficient of carbon emission % −

27 Proportion of coal consumption % −

28 Sustainability Per capita green area m3/person +

29 Forest coverage rate % +

30 Civil car ownership Unit −

31 Proportion of secondary industry % −

32 Carbon emission efficiency % +
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yij � xij −minxij

maxxij −minxij
(1)

The normalized calculation formula of the negative correlation
index is:

yij � maxxij − xij

maxxij −minxij
(2)

where xij and yij are the parameter value of the indicator about the
sample and its normalized sequence, respectively, and
max xij andmin xij are the maximum and minimum values of the
indicator, respectively.

According to the specific characteristics of entropy, the entropy
value of each parameter in the evaluation system was calculated as
follows:

TABLE 3 Indicator weights.

Entropy weight method AHP Combination

Water resources subsystem 1 Average per capita water resources 0.0351 0.0434 0.0164

2 Precipitation 0.0391 0.1182 0.0498

3 Water yield modulus 0.0364 0.0300 0.0118

4 Surface water resources 0.0337 0.0737 0.0268

5 Underground water 0.0221 0.0791 0.0189

6 Water consumption per unit GDP 0.0177 0.1625 0.0310

7 Per capita water consumption 0.0426 0.0723 0.0332

8 Specific gravity of industrial water 0.0423 0.1082 0.0493

9 Proportion of ecological water use 0.0384 0.0917 0.0379

10 Wastewater discharge 0.0391 0.1111 0.0469

11 Utilization ratio of water resources development 0.0267 0.1097 0.0316

Energy subsystem 12 Primary energy production 0.0329 0.0914 0.0324

13 Energy consumption 0.0338 0.1207 0.0439

14 Transfers and imports from other provinces 0.0366 0.0625 0.0246

15 Transfer and imports from other provinces 0.0138 0.0498 0.0074

16 Proportion of secondary energy consumption 0.0389 0.1290 0.0541

17 Proportion of energy consumption in tertiary industry 0.0322 0.1194 0.0414

18 Elastic coefficient of energy consumption 0.0107 0.1212 0.0139

19 Investment in energy industry 0.0361 0.1343 0.0523

20 Total power generation 0.0277 0.1099 0.0328

21 Industrial waste gas emission 0.0201 0.0618 0.0134

Carbon emissions subsystem 22 Per capita carbon emissions 0.0422 0.0555 0.0252

23 Carbon emission density 0.0279 0.0626 0.0188

24 Carbon emission per unit GDP 0.0318 0.0849 0.0290

25 Final consumption carbon emissions 0.0228 0.0862 0.0212

26 Elastic coefficient of carbon emission 0.0069 0.1300 0.0097

27 Proportion of coal consumption 0.0247 0.0955 0.0255

28 Per capita green area 0.0338 0.0939 0.0343

29 Forest coverage rate 0.0626 0.1030 0.0695

30 Civil car ownership 0.0196 0.1203 0.0254

31 Proportion of secondary industry 0.0508 0.1037 0.0568

32 Carbon emission efficiency 0.0208 0.0645 0.0145
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ej � −k∑
n

pij ln pij( ) (3)

pij � yij∑n
i�1yij

(4)

where k is the standardized coefficient, namely, k = −Inn.
To determine the weight of the indicator, the calculation

formula is:

Wj � − 1 − ej
m −∑n

j�1ej
(5)

where ∑n

j�1Wj � 1, 0 ≤ Wj ≤ 1.
In this paper, we combined the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)

and entropy weight method to determine the index weight, which
can effectively reduce the impact on the evaluation caused by the
subjective level or over-reliance on data, thereby improving the
authenticity of the evaluation results. The weight calculationmethod
is as follows:

wi � w´
i · w″

i∑n
i�1w

´
i w

″
i

(6)

where w′I and w″i are the main and objective weights, respectively,
and their combined weights are shown in Table 3.

3.2 Comprehensive evaluation method

According to the WEC system evaluation index system, a
comprehensive WEC evaluation function was constructed, which
can reflect the development level of each subsystem. A larger index
equates to better development (Li, 2022); the calculation formulae
are as follows:

W w( ) � ∑n
i�1
WiXit (7)

E e( ) � ∑n
i�1
eiyit (8)

C c( ) � ∑n
i�1
cizit (9)

where W(w), E(e), and C(c) are the comprehensive evaluation
indices of the water resources, energy, and carbon emissions
subsystems, respectively, and wi, ei, and ci are the sums and
calculations of each evaluation index subsystem weight; xit, yit,
and zit are the standardized values of each subsystem evaluation
index, t is the year, and i is the number of subsystem indices.

3.3 Coupling degree and coupling
coordination degree models

Coupling refers to the fact that multiple systems affect each
other through interaction; the internal interconnections of the water
resources, energy, and carbon emissions subsystems form a complex
large system (Zhang et al., 2022). The coupling degree can be used to
analyze the strength of subsystem interaction; its calculation formula
is as follows:

C � 3 ×
W w( ) × E e( ) × C c( )∏ W w( ) + E e( ) + C c( )( )( )

1
3

(10)

where C is the coupling degree, C∈[0, 1], and a smaller value equates
to a smaller internal connection of the system; the evaluation level
refers to the classification of relevant literature (Zhang, 2022), as
shown in Table 4.

The coupling degree model cannot reflect the coordinated
development quality of the subsystems. Therefore, a coupling
coordination degree model (Xiong, 2020) was constructed to
better explore the coupled development of the WEC system. The
calculation formula is as follows:

D � �����
C × T

√
(11)

T � aW w( ) × bE e( ) × cC c( ) (12)
where D is the degree of coupling coordination, D∈[0, 1]; T is the
comprehensive evaluation index of the system; and a, b, and c are
undetermined coefficients, which are the weights of importance of
each subsystem. If the degrees of influence of each subsystem are the
same, then a = b = c = 1/3 (Su, 2022).

To better study the coordinated development degree and stage of
the WEC coupling system in the three northeastern Chinese
provinces, the coupling coordination degree was divided into
levels by referring to existing research results (Feng, 2022; Su,
2022), as shown in Table 5.

3.4 Construction of a dynamic model of the
WEC system

The WEC relationship is affected by many factors, such as
society, economy, and environment, and its internal connections
are relatively complex. We took the administrative regions of the
three northeastern provinces of China as the boundary of our
research area, started from the goal of “double carbon”,
calculated carbon emissions from the perspectives of water use
and drainage, and energy system production and consumption,
and explored the coordinated development plan of water, energy,
and carbon emissions (as shown in Figure 4).

The initial time of the model was set to 2020, the end time to
2040, and the time step to 1 year. The model included three internal
subsystems (water resources, energy, and carbon emissions) and
three external subsystems (economy, society, and environment). A
system flow diagram was established, as shown in Figure 5.

(1) Water resource subsystem: The water resource subsystem was
analyzed from the perspectives of water supply and water use.
Variables included domestic water consumption, water
consumption per unit of energy, water consumption per unit
of GDP, and per capita domestic water consumption. The
selection of variables can reflect the development of water
resources, which is closely related to energy and carbon
emissions.

(2) Energy subsystem: The energy subsystem was analyzed from the
perspectives of energy investment, consumption structure, and
pollution discharge. Variables included per capita living energy
production, proportion of coal consumption, proportion of
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TABLE 4 Coupling stage and evaluation level.

Coupling degree Coupling
factor C

Opinion
rating

Coupling degree Coupling
factor C

Opinion
rating

Low level coupling stage (0.0 <
C ≤ 0.3)

0.0 < C ≤ 0.1 Ⅹ Running-in stage (0.5 < C ≤ 0.8) 0.5 < C ≤ 0.6 Ⅴ

0.1 < C ≤ 0.2 Ⅸ 0.6 < C ≤ 0.7 Ⅳ

0.2 < C ≤ 0.3 Ⅷ 0.7 < C ≤ 0.8 Ⅲ

Antagonistic stage (0.3 < C ≤ 0.5) 0.3 < C ≤ 0.4 Ⅶ High level coupling stage (0.8 <
C ≤ 1.0)

0.8 < C ≤ 0.9 Ⅱ

0.4 < C ≤ 0.5 Ⅵ 0.9 < C ≤ 1.0 Ⅰ

TABLE 5 Coupling coordination degree and evaluation level.

Degree of coordination Coupling coordination degree Coupling coordination type Opinion rating

Disorder recession class (0.0 < C ≤ 0.4) [0.0, 0.1] Extreme disorder Ⅹ

[0.1, 0.2] Serious maladjustment Ⅸ

[0.2, 0.3] Moderate disorder Ⅷ

[0.3, 0.4] Mild disorder Ⅶ

Intermediate transition class (0.4 < C ≤ 0.5) [0.4, 0.5] On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

Coordinated development class (0.5 < C ≤ 1.0) [0.5, 0.6] Reluctantly coordinate Ⅴ

[0.6, 0.7] Primary coordination Ⅳ

[0.7, 0.8] Intermediate coordination Ⅲ

[0.8, 0.9] Good coordination Ⅱ

[0.9, 1.0] Highly coordinated Ⅰ

FIGURE 4
Research framework of the water‒energy‒carbon system.
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industrial water consumption, energy consumption of various
industries, and other variables. The selection of variables can
reflect changes in the gap between energy supply and demand,
which is closely related to water resources and carbon emissions.

(3) Carbon system: The carbon subsystem was analyzed from the
perspectives of energy, water resource carbon emissions, and
GDP carbon emissions. Variables included carbon emissions
during the process of water use, carbon emissions during the
process of energy consumption, and carbon emission
coefficients. The variables can reflect the current level and
future development trend of carbon emissions, and can
reflect the carbon emissions during the processes of water
resource utilization, treatment, and energy consumption.

(4) Economic system: During production activity, economic
development comes at the cost of consuming water resources
and energy; economic development directly affects the level of
investment in science and technology, which in turn affects the
development and utilization of water resources and energy, and
at the same time causes unit GDP changes in carbon emissions.

(5) Social system: With population as the main decision variable,
the water resources and energy subsystems are connected
through per capita energy consumption and per capita
domestic water consumption.

(6) Environmental subsystem: The environmental subsystem
selected variables such as wastewater treatment rate and
domestic garbage harmless treatment rate to form a link
between the water resource and energy subsystems.

Data related to water resources in each region of the three
northeastern provinces of China from 2001 to 2019 were obtained
from the Water Resources Bulletin and “China Environmental
Statistical Yearbook”; energy data were obtained from the
“Energy Statistical Yearbook”; carbon emissions directly referred
to the CEAD database; economic data were obtained from the
“China Statistical Yearbook”; and population data were obtained
from census data of the National Bureau of Statistics and the data of
the Center for Resources and Environmental Science and Data.
Other relevant constants were set according to the planning of
relevant documents, and some missing data were supplemented
using the moving average method via SPSS software. The main
equations of the model for key variables are listed in Table 6.

4 Results and analysis

4.1 Coupling and coordinated evolution of
the WEC system in the three provinces of
Northeast China

4.1.1 Coupling coordination time analysis of the
WEC system

According to Eqs 7–9, the comprehensive evaluation indices of
the water resources, energy, and carbon emissions subsystems, along
with the WES system, were calculated; the change trends are shown
in Figure 6. The fluctuation range of the comprehensive evaluation

FIGURE 5
System flow diagram.
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index of the water resources subsystem was large (0.0879–0.2551),
with an overall upward trend. After 2007, the fluctuations were
particularly evident, showing M- and N-like patterns. From 2007 to
2014, there was an M-like pattern, with peaks in 2010 and 2013,
2010 and 2013 may be the years with abundant precipitation in
Northeast China, which leads to a relatively sufficient supply of

water resources, so the evaluation index of water resources
subsystem reaches the peak. In addition, the improvement of the
economic and social development level in Northeast China in the
past 2 years has led to an increase in the demand for water resources,
so the three northeastern provinces have increased the development
and utilization of water resources, thus improving the evaluation

TABLE 6 Water‒energy‒carbon system evaluation indices for the three provinces of Northeastern China.

Indicators Unit Calculation method

Total population 104 people INTEG (Population change, 10569.6)

GDP 108 yuan INTEG (GDP increment, 9275.95)

Output value of tertiary industry 108 yuan GDP × Proportion of tertiary industry/100

Energy consumption intensity of secondary
industry

t/104 yuan WITH LOOHUP (Science and technology investment, ([(2001,0)-(2019,3)], (2001,1.98), (2002,2.03),
(2003,1.83), (2004,1.99), (2005,1.98), (2006,1.93), (2007,1.87), (2008,1.93), (2009,1.83), (2010,1.68),
(2011,1.53), (2012,1.56), (2013,1.65), (2014,1.49), (2015,1.65), (2016,1.62), (2017,1.7), (2018,1.51),

(2019,1.48))

Energy consumption of primary industry 104 t standard
coal

Primary industry value × Primary energy intensity

Production energy consumption 104 t standard
coal

Primary energy consumption + Secondary energy consumption + Energy consumption of tertiary industry

Carbon emission coefficient of coal — 0.7476

Petroleum carbon emissions 104 t standard
coal

Petroleum carbon emission coefficient × Oil consumption

Carbon emissions 104 t Carbon emissions from natural gas + Coal carbon emissions + Petroleum carbon emissions + Carbon
emissions from agricultural water use + Carbon emissions of industrial water + Carbon emissions of

domestic water + Carbon emissions from sewage treatment

Carbon emissions from agricultural water use 104 t Agricultural water consumption × Energy intensity of agricultural water use × Power emission coefficient

Total energy consumption 104 t Production energy consumption + Domestic energy consumption

Industrial water demand 108 m3 Output value of secondary industry × Water consumption per unit GDP of secondary industry

Total water supply 108 m3 Other water supply + Underground water supply + Surface water supply

FIGURE 6
Comprehensive water‒energy‒carbon evaluation indices for the three provinces of Northeastern China.
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index of water resources subsystem. However, the peaks and valleys
are between 2007 and 2011. In 2007, the content of groundwater
resources and surface water resources was low, so the
comprehensive index showed the lowest level during the study
period, with a value of 0.0879; In 2011, the utilization rate of
water resources was as high as 50.65%, which made the
comprehensive index low. From 2014 to 2019, it showed “N”,
and its peak value was in 2019. In 2019, the proportion of water
consumption per unit GDP and industrial water consumption
decreased, thus improving the development level of water
resources system, and the highest comprehensive index value in
2019 was 0.2551. The peaks and valleys in 2015 and 2017 were
mainly due to the low water yield modulus and per capita water
consumption. In 2015, the values were 168,200 m/km2 and
1,237.32m³/person respectively, and in 2017, the values were
168,100 m/km2 and 1,248.18m³/person respectively. It may also
be affected by climate change. In the past 2 years, extreme
weather events, such as droughts and floods, may occur in
Northeast China, which will lead to shortage or excess of water
resources supply, thus affecting the evaluation index of water
resources subsystem.

From 2001 to 2019, the carbon subsystem comprehensive index
showed an evident upward trend, having values between 0.0776 and
0.2557. Its value increased from 0.0906 in 2001 to 0.2551 in 2019,
and its development level increased by 80.23%. The comprehensive
index of the WEC system ranged from 0.0994 to 0.2314 over the
period 2001–2019; its development level was low, but showed a
fluctuating upward trend. The WEC comprehensive index was
lowest in 2008 and highest in 2019; the reason behind this is that
with the advancement of science and technology and improvement
in economic level, water consumption per unit of GDP, carbon
emissions per unit of GDP, and water resource development and
utilization rate have been greatly reduced, while the amount of
imports from other provinces, energy industry investment, and total
power generation have been significantly reduced. Meanwhile, with
the strengthening of ecological and environmental protection
requirements and improvement in residents’ awareness, the per
capita green area and forest coverage rate increased to 27.21 m2/
person and 42.51%, respectively.

As shown in Table 7, the WEC coupling degree over the period
2001–2019 was between 0.9457 and 0.9985, being at a high-level
coupling stage, rated as level I, indicating that there is a close
relationship between the three subsystems. The level of coupling
coordination was low (0.3151–0.4780), representing a state of mild
disorder or near disorder, and the coordination level was rated level
Ⅵ‒Ⅶ. The years from 2001 to 2009, 2011, and 2014 were mildly
disordered, and the other years were on the verge of disorder. Taking
the average levels during the study period, the coupling degree of the
WEC system in the three northeastern provinces of China was
0.9775, coupling level was level I, coupling coordination degree was
0.3813, and coordination level was level VII. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the water, energy, and carbon subsystems in the three
northeastern provinces of China are closely connected, but affected
by the comprehensive evaluation index, the degree of coordination is
in the category of imbalance decline and intermediate transition,
and the coupling coordination degree fluctuates and rises, but it is
not the same as the “water-energy-carbon” system. There remains a
long way to go to obtain a high degree of coordination of the carbon

subsystem. In the future, we should aim to improve the coordinated
development of the WEC system and promote the sustainable
development of the region.

4.1.2 Spatial analysis of coupling coordination of
the WEC system

Changes in the development level of the water resources
subsystem are shown in Figure 7. The comprehensive index of
water resources fluctuated greatly from 2001 to 2019; the largest
fluctuations were in Heilongjiang Province (0.0680–0.2855), with
smaller fluctuations in Jilin (0.0661–0.2733) and Liaoning
(0.0763–0.2541) provinces. The temporal fluctuations in the
comprehensive index of the water resources subsystem were not
consistent across the three provinces. The highest precipitation
occurred in Liaoning Province in 2012 (886.4 mm), while the
utilization rate of water resources was the lowest of the study
period (0.2600), resulting in the highest comprehensive index of
the water resources subsystem (0.2541); the lowest value appeared in
2001. The impact of high emissions. The highest value of the water
resources comprehensive evaluation index in Jilin Province was in
2019, and the lowest value was in 2003; this was mainly a result of the
industrial water consumption and wastewater discharge being
relatively large in 2003, and relatively small in 2019. In 2007,
Heilongjiang Province saw its lowest reserves of groundwater
resources, and at the same time, its ecological water consumption
reached 560 million m3, which accounted for a high proportion, and
the amount of wastewater discharge was small, resulting in a low
comprehensive index of water resources in this year. In 2019, the per
capita water resources and water resources development and
utilization rate were relatively low, and the comprehensive
evaluation index increased. From the perspective of fluctuation
speed, each of the three provinces exhibited its fastest change
from 2009 to 2014, mainly because during this period, the per
capita water resources and precipitation, surface water resources,
and groundwater resources of the three provinces fluctuated rapidly.

Changes in the development level of the energy subsystem are
shown in Figure 8. The fluctuation of the energy comprehensive
index from 2001 to 2019 was small; the fluctuation in Liaoning
Province was the smallest (0.1424–0.1778), followed by Jilin
Province (0.1045–0.2049), then Heilongjiang Province
(0.1013–0.2068). The temporal fluctuations of the three energy-
saving subsystem comprehensive indices were different. In 2019,
Liaoning Province exhibited its highest export and import volume
(325.1544 million tons). At the same time, the energy elasticity
coefficient rose rapidly to 1.16, resulting in a minimum value of
0.1424 for the comprehensive index of the energy subsystem. The
highest value of energy elasticity coefficient appeared in 2010, which
is due to the influence of energy industry investment and high
energy production. The highest value of the energy comprehensive
evaluation index in Jilin Province was in 2015, and the lowest value
was in 2004; this was mainly because the amount of imports from
other provinces and the energy consumption of secondary industries
accounted for a large proportion of the index in 2004. In 2019, the
secondary industry accounted for a relatively small amount of
energy consumption and generated a large amount of electricity.
In 2009, Heilongjiang Province had the lowest reserves of
groundwater resources and was also affected by the proportion of
energy consumption in secondary industries. At the same time, the
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TABLE 7 Coupling coordination level of the water‒energy‒carbon system in the three provinces of Northeastern China.

Year Coupling
factor

Coupling coordination
degree

Coupling
degree

Coupling
grade

Coupling coordination
type

Coordination
grade

2001 0.9857 0.3385 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2002 0.9839 0.3426 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2003 0.9709 0.3348 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2004 0.9736 0.3331 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2005 0.9457 0.3545 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2006 0.9682 0.3310 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2007 0.9788 0.3417 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2008 0.9985 0.3151 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2009 0.9972 0.3657 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2010 0.9773 0.4028 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2011 0.9890 0.3631 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2012 0.9886 0.4133 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2013 0.9771 0.4283 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2014 0.9534 0.3902 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

2015 0.9693 0.4060 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2016 0.9817 0.4421 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2017 0.9627 0.4145 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2018 0.9832 0.4491 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

2019 0.9874 0.4780 High-level Ⅰ On the verge of disorder Ⅵ

Average 0.9775 0.3813 High-level Ⅰ Mild disorder Ⅶ

FIGURE 7
Comprehensive evaluation indices of the water resources subsystem in the three provinces of Northeastern China.
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energy elasticity coefficient was low, resulting in a low
comprehensive index of energy in this year. In 2019, the
proportion of energy consumption was affected by the same
factors as those of Jilin Province. In 2019, the same as the
influencing factors in Jilin Province, energy consumption
accounted for a relatively small proportion and power generation
was large, which led to an increase in the comprehensive evaluation
index. In 2008 and 2015, the energy comprehensive evaluation
indices of each of the three provinces were higher than that of
the three Northeastern provinces as a whole; this was mainly
because, during this period, the comprehensive per capita water
resources and water production moduli of the three Northeastern
provinces, groundwater resources, and utilization rate of water
resources were the lowest.

Changes in the development level of the carbon subsystem are
shown in Figure 9. The carbon comprehensive index showed an
upward trend from 2001 to 2019; it rose the greatest amount in
Liaoning Province (0.0840–0.2601), followed by Jilin Province
(0.1045–0.2362), then Heilongjiang Province (0.1291–0.2254).
The temporal fluctuations of the carbon subsystem
comprehensive index in Jilin and Liaoning provinces were
roughly the same, but were different in Heilongjiang Province. In
Liaoning Province, the highest value of the carbon subsystem
comprehensive index (0.2601) occurred in 2015, owing to the
influence of the carbon emission elasticity coefficient and per
capita green area (accounting for 78.6% of the index), while the
lowest value occurred in 2003. In 2015, Jilin Province was affected by
a low carbon emission elasticity coefficient and high carbon
emission efficiency, resulting in a high carbon system
comprehensive evaluation index. The lowest value in Jilin
Province occurred in 2003, mainly because the carbon emission
per unit of GDP reached 5.44 tons/10,000 yuan. In 2018, the carbon
emission elasticity coefficient was low and the proportion of
secondary industry was only 27.5%, and the rating index
increased. In 2014, the overall carbon system comprehensive

evaluation index of the combined three northeastern provinces
was higher than those of each of the three provinces, and the
carbon emission coefficient and carbon emission efficiency were
relatively high. In 2015, the comprehensive evaluation index of
carbon emissions in the three provinces combined was lower than
those of each of the three northeastern provinces, mainly because the
comprehensive carbon emission elasticity coefficient of each of the
three Northeastern provinces was high during this period.

During the period 2001–2019, the coupling degrees of Liaoning,
Jilin, and Heilongjiang provinces were all at a high level, and the
coupling level was rated grade I. From a spatial point of view, the
coupling degree of the three Northeastern provinces gradually
increased from South to North. The average coupling degrees of
Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang provinces were 0.9569, 0.9783, and
0.9811, respectively. During the study period, the coupling
coordination degree was ordered Jilin Province < Heilongjiang
Province < Liaoning Province, being 0.3608, 0.3783, and 0.3820,
respectively, and the imbalance in the central part of the three
Northeastern provinces was more serious than that in the Northern
and Southern parts. During this period, there are obvious differences
in economic structure among the three Northeastern provinces. The
Southern region (such as Liaoning Province) is relatively developed,
with a high degree of industrialization and more heavy industries
and manufacturing industries. The Northern region (such as
Heilongjiang) is dominated by agriculture and resource
development. This difference in economic structure leads to the
difference in economic development level between the north and the
South, and then affects the overall coordination. The distribution of
resources in the three Northeastern provinces is also uneven. The
Southern region has more resources such as coal, oil and metal
minerals, while the Northern region is relatively scarce. The
unbalanced distribution of resources has further aggravated the
imbalance between the North and the South. As shown in
Figure 10, in 2006, the coupling coordination degree of Liaoning
Province was 0.3243, while that of Heilongjiang Province was

FIGURE 8
Comprehensive evaluation indices of the energy subsystem in the three provinces of Northeastern China.
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0.3384, both being rated as grade Ⅷ, and falling into the moderate
disorder stage of the disorder decline category. In 2012, the coupling
coordination degree of Liaoning Province was 0.4428, while that of
Heilongjiang Province was 0.4133; both provinces were on the verge
of imbalance, and the coupling level was grade Ⅵ; the coupling
coordination degree of Jilin Province was 0.3802, rated as grade Ⅶ,
and being in the mild disorder stage of disorder recession. In 2019,
Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang provinces all entered the stage of
intermediate transition and were on the verge of disorder, with an
evaluation grade of VI and coupling coordination degrees of 0.4504,
0.4673, and 0.4780, respectively. From the perspective of
development stage, the coupling and coordination levels of

Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang provinces began to enter the
stage of being on the verge of imbalance in 2010, 2015, and
2012, respectively; the level of coupling coordination in Liaoning
Province fell back to the stage of moderate imbalance in
2011 and 2014.

4.2 Empirical analysis

4.2.1 Model validation
We selected historical data of four indicators (GDP, total energy

consumption, carbon emissions, and water demand) from 2001 to

FIGURE 9
Comprehensive evaluation indices of the carbon emissions subsystem in the three provinces of Northeastern China.

FIGURE 10
Coupling coordination of the three provinces of Northeastern China.
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2019 to verify the validity of the WEC system dynamic model.
Usually, the simulation effect is good if the error is within 10%, and
the model is considered valid; when the error is between 10% and
20%, the model parameters can be adjusted to reduce the error;
when the error exceeds 20%, the model is considered unusable, and
the relationship between variables needs to be re-established. The
error calculation formula is as follows:

θ � X1 −X2| |
X2

(13)

After verification, it was found that the simulation accuracy of
water demand and population was high, and the error was
controlled within 1%, while the simulated values of GDP and
total energy consumption were within 10%. Selected results are
shown in Table 8; these passed the accuracy test. The errors between
the simulated and actual values were within a reasonable range, thus
proving that the model is valid.

4.2.2 Scenario setting
We selected GDP growth rate, energy structure adjustment,

improvement of residents’ awareness, and industrial structure as
decision variables, and compared the initial conditions to simulate
and predict changes in water resources and energy consumption,
carbon emissions, and carbon emissions per unit of GDP from
2020 to 2040. We explored four types of schemes, with the feasibility
of each scenario providing an optimization direction for policy
management.

SCHEME 1: Economic regulation. With improvements in
technology and globalization, the level of future
economic development will be further improved,
and the GDP growth rate will increase to 8%.

SCHEME 2: Adjustment of energy structure. With improvements
in the national education level and residents’
awareness of energy conservation, coupled with the
government’s vigorous promotion of low-carbon
development, the per capita energy and water

resource consumptions are set to be reduced by 20%
in 2040. At the same time, under the requirements of
China’s “double carbon” goal, the future industrial
structure will develop towards a clean energy
structure; hence, the proportion of coal is set to
drop to 45.5%, proportion of oil to 19.8%,
proportion of natural gas to 18.7%, and proportion
of non-fossil energy will increase to 16.1%.

SCHEME 3: Adjustment of industrial structure. The proportion of
primary industry remains unchanged, while the
remaining proportion of industry flows from
secondary to tertiary industries; the proportion of
secondary industry decreases by 10% and
proportion of tertiary industry increases by 10%.

SCHEME 4: Comprehensive adjustment. The GDP growth rate
increases to 8%, per capita energy and water
consumptions decrease by 20%, proportion of
secondary industry decreases by 10%, and
proportion of tertiary industry increases by 10%.

4.3 Water‒energy‒carbon system coupling
simulation

Through scenario setting, we focused on analyzing the changes
in water resource consumption, energy consumption, and carbon
emissions in the three northeastern provinces of China, and used the
average values of the three provinces as representative data to
analyze specific changes in Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang. We
clarified the direction of development and explored ways to achieve
energy-saving and low-carbon development requirements.

4.3.1 Change trend of water resource consumption
As shown in Figure 11, under comprehensive control, the

consumption of water resources in the three northeastern provinces
shows a predicted upward trend from 2020 to 2040. In 2040, water
resource consumptionwill have increased by 34.45 billionm3 compared

TABLE 8 Model verification.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

GDP Predicted value 42157.5 41913 42709.3 44921.7 47603.5

Actual value 41918.3 42714.5 44928 47609.8 50249

Error (%) 0.57 1.88 4.94 5.65 5.26

Water demand Predicted value 628.52 619.9 609.75 591.22 554.9

Actual value 629.6 620.6 610.8 593.9 556.3

Error (%) 0.17 0.11 0.17 0.45 0.25

Population Predicted value 10748.5 10703.8 10627.9 10601 10573.8

Actual value 10703.8 10676.7 10601 10573.9 10543.2

Error (%) 0.42 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.29

Total energy consumption Predicted value 46528.5 45761.5 44761.8 48316.6 51048.2

Actual value 47479.2 47109.8 47871.9 47656.1 48766.1

Error (%) 2 2.86 6.5 1.39 4.68
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with the initial conditions, with an average annual increase of
6.565 billion m3. In 2001, water resource consumption was
520.38 billion m3, and by 2040, the simulated results of the five
schemes give values over three times that of 2001. The consumption
of water resources under the regulation of Schemes 1, 4 is higher than
that of the initial scheme; the consumption of water resources under the
economic regulation scheme (Scheme 1) is the largest, mainly because
the increase in GDP growth rate means an increased output value for
the three major industries; meanwhile, the three major industries need
to consume water resources during the process of development, among
which industrial and agricultural water occupies a relatively high
proportion of the total. The consumption of water resources under
the regulation of Schemes 2, 3 is lower than that of the initial scheme,
and the adjustment of industrial structure (Scheme 3) provides the
greatest reduction in the consumption of water resources. The
consumption of water resources in Liaoning Province is predicted to
be higher than that of the other two provinces, with an average annual
increase of 1.246 billion m3; this is followed by Heilongjiang Province
(1.117 billion m3), then Jilin Province (792 million m3).

It can be seen that under the comprehensive regulation and control
scenario, the current level of science and technology is maintained.
With development of the economy, future water resource consumption
will not be lower than it is at the current level of development.
Therefore, while the economy is developing, investment in science
and technology should be increased to improve water resource
utilization efficiency. During the future development process, the
government should strengthen publicity and education, and reduce
water resource consumption by regularly holding “water-saving, low-
carbon development”-related theme activities. In terms of industrial
structure, the proportion of primary industry remains largely
unchanged during the development process, while secondary
industry gradually flows towards tertiary industry. Secondary
industries consume high levels of water resources; therefore,
industrial structure adjustment appears to be the most effective
option to control water consumption.

4.3.2 Energy consumption trends
As shown in Figure 12, under the comprehensive adjustment

scheme, the energy consumption is predicted to increase by
169.06 million tons of standard coal compared with the initial
conditions. From 2020 to 2040, the average annual growth rate
of energy consumption is predicted to be 43.3341 million tons of
standard coal, which is 24.5% higher than the average annual growth
rate of the initial scheme. The simulated change trend in energy
consumption is consistent across the five schemes, showing an
evident upward trend. Based on the years in which we have
measured values (2001–2019), the energy consumption growth
rate has been relatively fast, while during the predictive period
(2020–2040), the growth rate slows down considerably. According
to the initial scheme, energy consumption will increase at a rate of
33.757 million tons of standard coal per year, reaching
879.313 million tons of standard coal by 2040. Energy
consumption under the control of Schemes 1, 4 is higher than
that of the initial plan, with values of 1,108.96 million and
1,278.02 million tons of standard coal, respectively. Scheme 1 has
the highest energy consumption, because an increase in GDP growth
rate leads to an increase in energy consumption intensity, thereby
increasing energy consumption. Under the comprehensive control
plan (Scheme 4), although the energy consumption of the three
Northeastern provinces is predicted to increase compared with the
initial scheme, the proportion of clean energy increases while that of
fossil energy decreases, which meets the requirements of green
development. Energy consumption under the control of Schemes
2, 3 is lower than that of the initial scheme; by 2040, it is predicted to
be 1,098.98 million and 1,032.28 million tons of standard coal,
respectively. Among these two schemes, the energy consumption is
predicted to be lowest under the adjustment of industrial structure,
which can effectively slow down the energy consumption rate. This
is mainly because secondary industries consume abundant energy.
During the development process, reducing the proportion of
secondary industries can greatly reduce energy consumption.

FIGURE 11
Change in water resource consumption in the three provinces of Northeastern China from 2020 to 2040.
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Therefore, the transformation of industrial structure should be
accelerated to reduce energy consumption. Liaoning Province has
a large industrial presence, and its energy consumption is much
higher than that of the other two provinces (1.5 times that of
Heilongjiang Province and 3.5 times that of Jilin Province), with
an average annual growth rate of 2,103.2 tons of standard coal.

In summary, timely transformation of industrial structure can
effectively reduce the growth rate of energy consumption, alleviate
energy shortages, and narrow the energy gap. In the future
development process, we should focus on implementing the
industrial transformation strategy, speed up the adjustment and
transformation of the old industrial bases in Northeast China, focus
on enhancing the ability of scientific and technological innovation,
intensify the structural reform of the supply side, vigorously develop
emerging industries, form diversified products, promote the energy
structure to adapt to the modern market, and at the same time
change the energy structure, make full use of non-fossil energy such
as light energy and wind energy, improve the development and
utilization rate of clean energy, and promote the sustainable
development of resource-based cities in the region.

4.3.3 Carbon emission trends
As shown in Figure 13, under the comprehensive adjustment

scheme, carbon emissions are predicted to be reduced by
29.215 million tons compared with the initial conditions. Over the
period 2020–2040, the average annual growth rate of carbon emissions
is predicted to be 21.534 million tons under the comprehensive
adjustment scheme, which is 5.7% lower than that under the initial
scheme. The carbon emissions of the three northeastern provinces show
an increasing trend from 2020 to 2040 under all five simulation
schemes, and the growth of carbon emissions under Scheme 1 is
significantly higher than that under the other schemes. This is
mainly a result of the increase in production and social activities
that promote economic development, resulting in a rapid increase in
carbon emissions by 2040, reaching 180741.2 million tons, which is

1.54 times that seen in 2020. This shows that developing the economy
without paying attention to energy conservation and emission
reduction will generate abundant carbon emissions. In contrast, the
lowest carbon emissions are predicted under Scheme 3. Until 2037, the
carbon emissions of Scheme 3 are higher than those of Scheme 4,
mainly because the faster the economic development, the faster the
carbon emissions will increase, so the carbon emissions generated by
comprehensive regulation will be higher than those generated by
industrial restructuring with the increase of time. From the
perspective of the three Northeastern provinces, the carbon
emissions of Liaoning Province increased by 12.308 million tons,
Jilin Province increased by 7.667 million tons and Jilin Province
increased by 2.824 million tons, and the carbon emissions rates of
the three provinces all decreased, among which Liaoning Province had
the largest space for carbon emissions to decrease.

From the perspective of GDP growth rate, energy structure and
industrial structure, the impact on emission reduction is different,
and the effect of adjusting residents’ awareness and energy structure
is better than that of reducing the proportion of secondary industry.
The increase in GDP growth will increase carbon emissions. Based
on the national “14th Five-Year Plan” requirements, Scheme 2 is
conducive to achieving low-carbon goals. Therefore, the key
direction of carbon emission reduction in the future should be
the transformation of energy structure and the improvement of
residents’ awareness of energy conservation.

4.4 Water‒energy‒carbon collaborative
analysis

On the basis of the above WEC simulation results, the adjustment
of energy structure in Scheme 2 and the improvement of residents’
consciousness can effectively reduce carbon emissions, and the
adjustment of industrial structure in Scheme 3 has obvious influence
on water resources and energy, but Scheme 4 integrates multiple

FIGURE 12
Change in energy consumption in the three provinces of Northeastern China from 2020 to 2040.
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decision variables and is more based on the actual development of the
three northeastern provinces than the other three schemes, so we
explored the linking relationships and trend changes of the three
subsystems from 2020 to 2040 with reference to Scheme 4. As
shown in Figure 14, the energy consumption of the three
northeastern provinces was relatively high, being the dominant
factor in the WEC system; hence, it was used as the independent
variable, while the total water demand and carbon emissions were the
dependent variables.

Over the period 2020–2040, the correlation (R2) of the three WEC
elements in the three northeastern provinces is 0.9, that is, there is a
strong correlation between the three variables. In the future, total water
consumption, energy consumption, and carbon emissions will all show
an increasing trend year on year. The growth rate will be relatively slow
from 2020 to 2025, and will accelerate after 2025. In 2040, compared
with 2020, both water resources and energy consumption will have
increased by more than three times; carbon emissions will have
increased by nearly 36.92%. However, although the total amounts of
all three elements will be higher than the current level of development,
the efficiency of water resource utilization will be markedly improved,
the gap between supply and demand will be reduced, and the WEC
system will be improved in the direction of synergistic optimization.
Therefore, under the control of Scheme 4, water, energy, and carbonwill
develop towards each other in a well-promoted direction, so that the
synergy of the entire system will be improved.

5 Discussion

5.1 Contribution of “water-energy-carbon”
research to three Northeast provinces

In recent years, WEC research has become a hot topic.
Through analyzing the changing trend of the WEC

relationship, we here show that relevant measures can
promote economic growth, reduce pollution, improve water
quality, and bring other benefits. Among these measures, the
improvement of residents’ awareness in Scheme 2 can effectively
reduce water resource and energy consumption, thereby reducing
carbon emissions. To this end, the governments of the three
northeastern provinces of China should strengthen publicity and
public education and vigorously advocate suitable green
consumption (Dang, 2021); they should also give more
financial support to environmental protection work and
stimulate the public to actively maintain the environment,
with the aim of forming positive interactions between humans
and the ecological environment (Li, 2016). Adjusting the

FIGURE 13
Change in carbon emissions in the three provinces of Northeastern China from 2020 to 2040.

FIGURE 14
Variation trend of the water‒energy‒carbon relationship.
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industrial structure in Scheme 3 reduces water resource
consumption by 2.222 billion m3, energy consumption by
76.68 million tons of standard coal, and carbon emissions by
50.38 million tons. Therefore, the three northeastern provinces
should vigorously develop tertiary industries, actively develop
productive service industries (Wang, 2021), improve traditional
industries, promote the development of high-tech industries, and
adhere to the road of new industrialization. Scheme 3 also
proposes measures to optimize energy structure, including
strengthening the use of non-fossil energy, improving the level
of technological research and development in the field of new
energy, promoting green and high-quality development (Shen,
2022), and phasing out traditional heating products with low heat
production efficiency, leading to a transition to a low-carbon
energy consumption structure (Wang et al., 2022).

Previous research on the WEC system has focused on the
relationship between the three parameters, but there has been a
lack of coordination and analysis of system coupling, and a
recognition that the system is complex and changeable. It is
necessary to consider the reliability of data and accuracy of index
selection, especially when it comes to economics. The dynamic
reaction chains in social and environmental fields are complex
and cumbersome, and variables closely related to decision
variables should be established as much as possible to ensure
the integrity of the system. Therefore, this study clarifies that
there is a close connection between water, energy, and carbon in
the three northeastern provinces of China, but the degree of
coordination is low. At the same time, within a certain error
range, simulation results can accurately reflect changes in the
consumption of water resources and energy, and carbon
emissions. Combined with the actual situation of the three
provinces in Northeastern China, we chose a reasonable
simulation program and put forward corresponding policy
suggestions. Our results are consistent with the actual changes
in the three provinces in northeastern China, can objectively
reflect the change trend of the WEC system in these provinces,
and can provide a reference for comprehensive resource
management and carbon emission reduction decision-making.

5.2 Limitations of the research on “water-
energy-carbon”

Despite these achievements, the WEC system requires
further detailed study, and the following improvements
should be made in future research: 1) Perfecting the index
selection: the WEC system is complex and dynamic, and
affected by many factors (Yu, 2020); in this paper, owing to
difficulties in data acquisition, the selected evaluation index
system may not have been comprehensive enough, which may
have caused certain errors in the results. The index system
should be further improved in future research. 2) Optimizing
the system model: in the process of system dynamics modeling,
the three northeastern provinces were treated as independent
regions, and the migration of water, energy, and carbon between
regions was not considered. In future research, the impact of
WEC migration processes on the system should be discussed in

more detail. Moreover, in this paper, we only selected some
factors for research; for example, in the energy subsystem, only
the main chemical energy sources (coal, oil, and natural gas)
were analyzed, and the energy types were not subdivided. In
future research, the influencing factors should be refined and
variables should be added. 3) Missing data: a small number of
index data in the model were missing. In this paper, SPSS
software was used to supplement data using the moving
average method, which can easily cause errors. In future
research, data collection should be strengthened to improve
accuracy.

6 Conclusion

According to the goal of “dual carbon”, this study clarified the
relationship between water, energy, and carbon. Firstly we analyzed
the coupling coordination of the WEC system, then constructed a
dynamic model of the WEC system in three provinces in
northeastern China. Finally, we simulated future water resource,
energy consumption and carbon emissions, and explored the
development path of energy conservation. Our main conclusions
are as follows:

(1) The comprehensive index of the entire WEC system over the
period 2001–2019 ranged from 0.0994 to 0.2314, indicating that
the development level of the WEC system in the three
northeastern provinces of China is relatively low, but shows
a fluctuating upward trend.

(2) From a temporal perspective, the coupling degree of the WEC
system in the three northeastern provinces of China from
2001 to 2019 was between 0.9457 and 0.9985. From a spatial
point of view, the degree of coupling coordination in the central
region was higher than that in the Northern and Southern
regions: Jilin Province (0.3608) < Heilongjiang Province
(0.3783) < Liaoning Province (0.3820).

(3) Water resources, energy consumption and carbon emissions all
showed an increasing trend during the study period, with water
resources consumption increasing the fastest. Under Scheme 4,
compared with 2020, water resources, energy consumption and
carbon emissions will increase by 230.4%, 210.7% and 36.9%
respectively.
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